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Dr . Robert Watkins : 4 Points on Biologic Solutions for Spine Surgery
Written by  Laura Miller | June 24, 2011

Robert Watkins , Jr., MD, orthopedic spine surgeon and co-director of Marina Spine Center at Marina Del Rey
(Calif.) Hospital, discusses four points on biologics in spine surgery.

1. Harvesting bone from iliac crest vs. BMPs. For several years, harvesting bone from the iliac crest for spinal
fusions has been the gold standard, but making a separate incision increases the risk for pain and complications. To
avoid these risks, surgeons and researchers have been developing synthetic products to promote fusion. The first
product proven safe and effective was Medtronic's Infuse, which is now commonly used as a biologic agent in spine
surgery. Bone morphogenic proteins stimulate an inflammatory reaction in the body, inducing cells and chemical
mediators to travel to the surgical site and produce bone.

"The main investigation of biologics in spine surgery right now has to do with synthetically produced proteins," says
Dr . Watkins . "These products save the surgeon from performing an extra procedure to take the bone from the

patient for fusion. Synthetic proteins are where all the growth and explosion in biologics has been over the past 10
years."

Dr . Watkins  still uses iliac crest bone on difficult cases, such as when a patient has undergone a previously failed
fusion. 

2. Improving today's BMPs. Although BMPs have advanced since their inception a decade ago, there are still
complications associated with using the material. For instance, Dr . Watkins  doesn't use BMPs during cervical
spine procedures because the inflammation could irritate the esophagus. A negative inflammatory reaction can
occur after BMP use anywhere in the spine, but Dr . Watkins  says that adverse reactions are rare. However, there
is still room for product enhancement.

"Currently, there aren't any BMPs that have 100 percent fusion rate, so all of the products could be improved to make
them more effective," he says.

3. Injecting growth agents into the disc. While orthopedic surgeons can inject biologic agents, such as platelet-rich
plasma, into knee and shoulder joints to promote healing, surgeons aren't able to use the same techniques on the
spine. "The most common injuries that occur in the spine are tears in the disc and the injection procedure is more
invasive and riskier for the spine than the extremities," says Dr . Watkins . "During the procedure, you have to go
past the nerves to get to the disc. Injecting any substance near the spinal canal can irritate the nerve and have an
adverse effect."

Additionally, injecting growth agents into the disc doesn't deal with the entire problem. In many patients, there are
biomechanical forces that contribute to the degeneration which must be addressed. "If there is an imbalance,
injecting the biologics into the spine won't help," he says. "Injecting biologics into the disc space and getting scientific
evidence of the results is a far off because we have to address the biomechanics of the situation at the same time."

4. Regenerating the disc. The next big development in spine surgery biologics will most likely include disc
regeneration. A huge portion of the population suffers from degenerative discs, and theoretically a solution to
regenerate these discs should exist. "One of the biggest research areas right now is the development of a chemical
that you could place into a disc that would regenerate it," says Dr . Watkins . "Whoever develops that will help a lot
of people. Disc degeneration is such a common problem that there's no question in my mind that we have the
resources and intelligence to develop it, it's just a matter of when."
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For now, a huge hindrance to the development of biological solution for spinal disorders is the cost. There are some
hospitals in the country that won't allow surgeons to use standard products, because they are too expensive, which
means more experimental technology is out of the question. However, as healthcare dollars become more
competitive, and more companies enter the biologics market, the prices will be forced down.

"One of the developing factors is that when there are products rivaling each other on the market, the prices will come
down for all of them," says Dr . Watkins . "That's one of the reasons why companies are still putting resources into
spine biologics."

Learn more about Dr . Robert Watkins , Jr.
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